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Modern  experiments  enable  the
simultaneous  monitoring  of  the
activity of hundreds  of  neurons.
We  present  a dynamics-driven
methodology  to  detect  neural
assemblies  from  spike-train  data.
Our  biophysically  inspired  measure
extracts  directed  functional  rela-
tions between  both  excitatory  and
inhibitory neurons.
Community  detection  is used  to
reveal groups  at  all  levels  of granular-
ity, without  prior  knowledge  of  their
expected size.
We  extensively  assess  our  method
with  synthetic,  simulated,  and  exper-
imental spike-train  data.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Background:  Current  neuronal  monitoring  techniques,  such  as  calcium  imaging  and  multi-electrode
arrays,  enable  recordings  of spiking  activity  from  hundreds  of  neurons  simultaneously.  Of  primary  impor-
tance in  systems  neuroscience  is  the  identiﬁcation  of  cell assemblies:  groups  of  neurons  that  cooperate
in  some  form  within  the  recorded  population.
New  method:  We  introduce  a  simple,  integrated  framework  for the  detection  of  cell-assemblies  from
spiking  data  without  a  priori  assumptions  about  the  size  or  number  of  groups  present.  We  deﬁne  a
biophysically-inspired  measure  to extract a directed  functional  connectivity  matrix  between  both  excit-
atory and inhibitory  neurons  based  on  their  spiking  history.  The  resulting  network  representation  is
analyzed  using  the Markov  Stability  framework,  a  graph  theoretical  method  for community  detection
across  scales,  to reveal  groups  of  neurons  that  are  signiﬁcantly  related  in  the  recorded  time-series  at
different  levels  of  granularity.lustering
Results  and comparison  with  existing  methods:  Using  synthetic  spike-trains,  including  simulated  data  from
leaky-integrate-and-ﬁre  networks,  our  method  is  able  to  identify  important  patterns  in the data  such
as  hierarchical  structure  that are  missed  by  other  standard  methods.  We  further  apply  the  method  to
experimental  data  from  retinal  ganglion  cells  of  mouse  and  salamander,  in which  we  identify  cell-groups
that correspond  to  known  functional  types,  and  to hippocampal  recordings  from  rats  exploring  a  linear
track,  where  we  detect  place  cells  with  high  ﬁdelity.
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Conclusions:  We  present  a versatile  method  to detect neural  assemblies  in spiking  data  applicable  across
a spectrum  of relevant  scales  that contributes  to understanding  spatio-temporal  information  gathered
from  systems  neuroscience  experiments.
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intuitive form (see Fig. 1).
Consider ﬁrst an excitatory neuron A connected to neuron B.© 2014  The  Authors.  P
. Introduction
As capabilities for parallel recordings from large neuronal popu-
ations continue to improve (Ahrens et al., 2013; Buzsaki, 2004)
xperimentalists are now able to probe neural population encoding
n ever more detail. These experimental advances allow the study of
he intricate links between topology and dynamics of neural inter-
ctions, which underpin the functional relationships within neural
opulations. One such example is the activity of cell assemblies.
he problem is to identify groups of neurons (termed cell assem-
lies) within a large number of simultaneously recorded neurons
here, due to functional cooperativity, each cell in an assembly
s more similar in its temporal ﬁring behavior to members of its
wn group than to members of other groups. Such strongly inter-
wined activity patterns are believed to underpin a wide range
f cognitive functions (Hebb, 1949; Harris, 2005; Buzsaki, 2010).
owever, the reliable identiﬁcation of cell assemblies remains chal-
enging.
Here we introduce a technique to identify such neuron assem-
lies directly from multivariate spiking data, based on two steps:
he deﬁnition of a simple biophysically-inspired similarity measure
btained from the observed spiking dynamics, followed by its anal-
sis using a recent framework for multiscale community detection
n weighted, directed graphs. A variety of techniques have been
roposed to cluster spike-train groups to date, and have shown
romising results in particular settings (Fellous et al., 2004; Feldt
t al., 2009; Humphries, 2011; Lopes-Dos-Santos et al., 2011, 2013;
uiroga and Panzeri, 2009; Abeles and Gat, 2001; Laubach et al.,
999; Peyrache et al., 2010; Gansel and Singer, 2012). In contrast
o these techniques, our methodology provides a dynamics-based
ramework, in which both the similarity measure and the com-
unity detection method are geared toward incorporating key
eatures of neural network dynamics. The framework is purposely
esigned to be simple, yet capturing a breadth of features not
resent concurrently in other methods.
Our similarity measure evaluates the association between neu-
on pairs based on their spiking history and integrates three
eatures that are key for a network-based analysis of neuro-
hysiological data: (i) an intuitive biophysical picture, allowing a
imple interpretation of the computed associations; (ii) a measure
hat is directed in time, hence asymmetric in the sense that spike-
ime dependent information is retained (e.g., spiking of neuron A
recedes that of neuron B); (iii) excitatory and inhibitory interac-
ions are both included yet treated differently, inspired by their
istinct effects on post-synaptic cells.
The detected dynamic associations are interpreted as an induced
unctional network, which is used to identify neuronal assemblies
sing a directed version of the recently introduced Markov Stabil-
ty framework for community detection in graphs (Delvenne et al.,
010). Unlike other approaches, this framework allows us to ana-
yze directed networks and search for cell assemblies at all levels of
ranularity, from ﬁne to coarse levels of resolution, extracting rele-
ant, possibly hierarchical groupings in spike-trains without a priori
ssumptions about the groups present. In the following, we present
ur framework and evaluate it on a series of examples, including
ynthetic spike-trains and leaky-integrate-and-ﬁre network mod-
ls. We  also apply it to experimental datasets from retinal ganglion
ells and hippocampal pyramidal neurons.hed  by  Elsevier  B.V. This is  an  open  access  article  under the  CC  BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
2. Materials and methods
Most existing methods to detect groups in spike-train neu-
ronal population data are based on the following generic paradigm
(Fellous et al., 2004; Feldt et al., 2009; Humphries, 2011; Lopes-
Dos-Santos et al., 2011). First, a metric is deﬁned to quantify the
relationship between all neuron pairs leading to a N × N associa-
tion matrix, where N is the number of observed neurons. We call
this the functional connectivity matrix (FCM) hereafter. Every (i, j)
entry in this matrix is a non-negative number that indicates how
similar the spike trains of neurons i and j are over the observed
time. Second, the FCM is clustered, i.e.,  partitioned into different
groups (Newman, 2004; Fortunato, 2010; Aggarwal and Reddy,
2014).
Here we introduce a simple framework that addresses both of
these steps in a consistent and integrated manner, focusing on the
dynamical relations between neurons: a new directed (‘causal’)
biophysically-inspired measure is introduced to calculate the FCM,
which is then analyzed using the recently introduced dynamics-
based technique of Markov Stability for community detection
(Delvenne et al., 2010, 2013; Lambiotte et al., 2009; Schaub et al.,
2012) to identify cell assemblies at multiple scales in the neuronal
population.
The numerics are performed in MATLAB (2011b or later ver-
sions). Code implementing the algorithm for spike-train analysis is
available upon request and available at github.com/CellAssembly/
Detection.
2.1. Biophysically-inspired causal measure of spike-train
similarity
A plethora of metrics exists to describe the relationship between
two signals, ranging from generic measures, such as cosine similar-
ity and Pearson or Spearman correlation coefﬁcients, to specialized
measures designed for spike-train analysis (Kreuz et al., 2013;
Lyttle and Fellous, 2011; Victor and Purpura, 1996; Fellous et al.,
2004; Schreiber et al., 2003; van Rossum, 2001; Okatan et al.,
2005; Vincent et al., 2012). Although these methods can be well
suited in particular contexts, they only partially account for three
important features for network-driven analyses of neural recor-
dings. First, most current metrics are based on statistical arguments
lacking a simple biophysical interpretation that would allow the
use of relevant biophysical characteristics of neuronal dynamics.
Second, most commonly used measures are distance metrics, i.e.,
symmetric by construction, and thus neglect spike-timing infor-
mation contained in the ordering of events. Finally, to the best of
our knowledge, all measures ignore whether the neurons under
consideration are excitatory or inhibitory. While an even ﬁner char-
acterization of neuronal subtypes could be of further interest, the
distinction between excitatory and inhibitory neurons underpins
fundamental balances in neuronal network dynamics and should
be reﬂected in the analysis of data. Here, we  propose a similar-
ity measure that incorporates these three ingredients in a simple,The action potentials of A induce excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tials (EPSPs) in neuron B, increasing the likelihood of neuron B
94 Y.N. Billeh et al. / Journal of Neuroscien
Fig. 1. Biophysically-inspired measure of spike-train similarity leading to functional
coupling between neurons. Quantiﬁcation of the coupling induced by: (a) excitatory
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2.2. Markov Stability for community detection at all scaleseuron A on neuron B and (b) inhibitory neuron A on neuron B. Note that both proﬁles
hown are normalized so that the signal has zero mean (see text).
ring. These EPSPs can be, to a ﬁrst approximation, modeled by
n exponentially decaying time proﬁle
exc(t) = e−t/
ith synaptic time constant . Since detailed information about
ynaptic weights and membrane potentials is unavailable in neu-
onal population experiments, we adopt a simple strategy to
ompute the coupling strength SAB from the observed spiking data.
he general idea is that for each spiking event of neuron B (at time
B
i
), we propagate a ‘virtual’ EPSP from the immediately preceding
pike of neuron A (at time tA
i
). We  then compute all such contrib-
tions that neuron A would have made to the membrane potential
f neuron B at each of its spikes, and sum them appropriately dis-
ounting spurious effects.
More precisely, we obtain the functional connectivity from neu-
on A to neuron B as follows:
(i) Deﬁne the signal fA(t) that reﬂects the (virtual) inﬂuence of neu-
ron A onto a potential ﬁring event at any other neuron taking
place at time t:
fA(t) = exc(t − tAlast) = e
−(t−tA
last
)/, (1)
where tAlast = maxi (t
A
i
|tA
i
≤ t), i = 1, . . .,  NA, is the time of the last
preceding spike of neuron A (if there is no such spike we set
tAlast = −∞).
ii) It then follows that all contributions from neuron A to B can
be written as the sum
∑NB
i=1fA(t
B
i
). To gain some intuition, note
that every time B ﬁres a spike, the potential contribution to this
spike by neuron A is computed by summing the values that fA(t)
takes at the times of B ﬁring, tB
i
. If neuron B always ﬁres shortly
after A spikes, the sum
∑NB
i fA(t
B
i
) will be large. If neuron B ﬁres
after A but with some delay (e.g., because an integration with
other neurons is required), this sum will be smaller. If neuron
B never ﬁres shortly after A, this sum will be zero.
To discount spurious correlation effects, we center and normal-
ze the signal fA(t) ﬁrst to obtain the new signal f˜A(t), which has zero
ean and peak amplitude one (Fig. 1a)A˜(t) =
fA(t) − 〈fA〉
1 − 〈fA〉
, (2)ce Methods 236 (2014) 92–106
where 〈fA〉 = (1/T)
∫ T
0
fA(t) dt ≤ 1 is the mean over the recorded
time. We  then compute the effective coupling:
FAB =
1
NAB
NB∑
i=1
f˜A(tBi ), (3)
and we have additionally divided by NAB = max(NA, NB) to guaran-
tee that the maximal coupling FAB (between two  identically ﬁring
neurons) is normalized to one. The coupling between neuron A and
B is then deﬁned as the thresholded value:
SAB = max(FAB, 0).  (4)
From this deﬁnition, it follows that if an action potential from
neuron A is always closely followed by a spike from neuron B, this
will correspond to a strong coupling SAB between these neurons.
Note that, in addition to being biophysically inspired, the deﬁned
measure (4) is non-symmetric (SAB /= SBA).
Suppose that neuron A is known to be inhibitory. The coupling
strength from neuron A onto another neuron is obtained follow-
ing a similar approach (Fig. 1b), yet recognizing that inhibitory
post-synaptic potentials (IPSPs) decrease the likelihood of ﬁring.
To reﬂect this inﬂuence, we  adopt an ‘inverted’ exponential proﬁle
inh(t) = 1 − e−t/,
truncated when it reaches 99% of its steady state value. Hence, if
neuron B always ﬁres shortly after the ﬁring of the inhibitory neu-
ron A, it will accumulate a negative dependence from which we
deduce that there is no signiﬁcant inhibitory functional relation
between these neurons.
The time scale  is a parameter inspired by synaptic time
constants, and can thus be adapted to reﬂect prior information
about the recorded neurons. Although more sophisticated schemes
to estimate or tune this parameter are certainly possible (e.g.,
choosing a different exc for excitatory and inh for inhibitory neu-
rons), here we  follow the simplest choice exc = inh =  throughout.
The method is robust to the choice of : we have used  = 5 ms
for the experimental data and  = 3 ms  for the leaky-integrate-and-
ﬁre (LIF) simulation data, and have checked that the results remain
broadly unaltered for values of  in this range.
The main aim of our measure is simplicity, ﬂexibility and gener-
ality, while retaining the key biophysical features outlined above.
Because of its generality, highly specialized measures of spike-train
associations could be tuned to outperform our simple measure
for particular examples. However, it is often unknown beforehand
what features of the data are of importance for the analysis. Hence
having such a ﬂexible measure allows for a broad search for struc-
ture in recorded data. Once a hypothesis is formed, or particular
aspects need to be investigated in more detail, more specialized
association metrics could be used in conjunction with the com-
munity detection algorithm presented below. In the absence of
knowledge about the speciﬁc cell types of experimentally recorded
neurons we  obtain the FCM using the excitatory metric. Already
today, however, there are means to separate cell types (e.g. fast
spiking interneurons) based on their electrophysiological signature
(Barthó et al., 2004) and with the advancement of optical physiol-
ogy and genetic tools, additional information about the cell types of
the recorded cells is becoming more routine. Hence it will be pos-
sible in the future to use specialized coupling functions (instead of
exponential) depending on the neuronal subtype recorded.The Markov Stability method is a versatile, dynamics-based
tool for multiscale community detection in networks without a
Y.N. Billeh et al. / Journal of Neuroscien
Fig. 2. Schematic of Markov Stability method used to partition the functional net-
work. (a) A diffusion process on a network can be used to reveal the structure of a
graph. As the diffusion explores larger areas of the network, it enables the Markov
Stability method to scan across all scales and reveal relevant partitions at different
levels of granularity. (b) The graph analyzed has a pre-deﬁned multi-scale commu-
nity structure, given by a hierarchy of triangles. The number of communities found
are plotted as a function of the Markov time (see (a)) long plateaus indicate well-
deﬁned partitions into 18 nodes (each node on its own), six communities (small
triangular structures), and two  communities (aggregated, larger triangles). Note
that in this example, the variation of information (VI) is zero for all Markov times,
indicating that all three partitions are relevant at different levels of resolution.
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similarity measure is not related to the Markov time in general. The
Markov time is used here as a tool to uncover the different scales
in the data and should thus be seen as distinct from the biophysicalriori assumptions about the number or size of the communities
Delvenne et al., 2010, 2013; Lambiotte et al., 2009; Schaub et al.,
012). Here we extend the use of Markov Stability to directed
etworks to ﬁnd coherent groupings of neurons in the FCM cre-
ted from the observed spiking data. Under our framework, we
nterpret the FCM as a directed network, and the graph communi-
ies revealed by our analysis correspond to groups of neurons with
trong excitatory and/or inhibitory couplings extracted from the
ynamics. Therefore the graph partitioning problem solved using
he Markov Stability method is linked to the detection of puta-
ive cell assemblies, i.e.,  groups of neurons with a strong dynamical
nﬂuence on each other.
The main notion underpinning the Markov Stability method
s the intimate relationship between structure and dynamics on
 graph. A dynamics conﬁned to the topology of a network can
ncover structural features of the graph by observing how a dynam-
cal process, such as a simple diffusion, unfolds over time. In
articular, if the graph contains well deﬁned substructures, such
ubgraphs will trap the diffusion ﬂow over a signiﬁcantly longer
ime than expected if it were to happen on an unstructured graph.
his idea is readily illustrated by the example of ink diffusing in a
ontainer ﬁlled with water. If the container has no structure, the
nk diffuses isotropically. If the container is compartmentalized,
he ink would get transiently trapped in certain regions for longer
imes until it eventually becomes evenly distributed throughout. In
 similar manner, by observing the dynamics of a diffusion process
e can gain valuable information about the structural organization
f the graph (Fig. 2). We  use this concept to deﬁne a cost function
o detect signiﬁcant partitions in the graph, as follows.
To make these notions precise, consider a network with a Lapla-
ian matrix L = D − A, where A is the weighted adjacency matrix
Aij is the weight of the directed link from node i to node j) and
 = diag(A1) is the diagonal out-degree matrix (1 is the vector of
nes). For ease of explanation, consider ﬁrst a strongly connected
raph, i.e.,  we can traverse the graph along its directed edges suchce Methods 236 (2014) 92–106 95
that every node can be reached from any other node. On such a
network, let us deﬁne a continuous diffusion process:
p˙ = −p D−1L, (5)
where p is the 1 × N probability vector describing the probability
of a random walker to visit different nodes over time. Note that the
probability vector remains properly normalized: 1Tp = 1 at all times.
For an undirected connected graph, this dynamics converges to a
unique stationary distribution  = d/( dT )1). For directed graphs the
stationary distribution has to be computed by solving p˙ = 0, i.e.,  it
corresponds to the dominant left eigenvector of D−1L. If the graph
is not strongly connected (e.g., if it contains a sink), the diffusion
process (5) is generalized to include the standard random ‘telepor-
tation’ term inspired by Google’s page-rank algorithm (Brin and
Page, 1998; Lambiotte et al., 2009; Lambiotte and Rosvall, 2012):
the random walker is transported from any node to a random node
in the graph with a small, uniform probability  ˛ (set here to the
commonly adopted value  ˛ = 0.15), while in the case of a sink node,
it will be teleported with unit probability. This term guarantees
that the process is ergodic with a unique stationary probability
distribution.
Consider a partition of this network encoded in a N × c indi-
cator matrix H, with Hij = 1 if node i belongs to community j. We
then deﬁne the Markov Stability of the partition r(tM, H), as the
probability that a random walker at stationarity starts in commu-
nity i and ends up in the same community after time tM minus the
probability of such an event happening by chance, summed over
all communities and nodes. In matrix terms, this may  be expressed
as:
S(tM) =  ˘ exp(−tMD−1L) − T
r(tM, H) = trace
[
HTS(tM)H
]
,
where  ˘ = diag() and tM denotes the Markov time describing
the evolution of the diffusion process. Finding a good partition
(or clustering) requires the maximization of the Markov Stability
in the space of possible graph partitions for a given tM, an opti-
mization that can be carried out with a variety of optimization
heuristics. Here we  use a locally greedy optimization, the so-called
Louvain algorithm, which is highly efﬁcient (Blondel et al., 2008).
In order to deal with the fact that S(tM) is in general asymmetric
due to the directed nature of the graph, we use the directed notion
of Markov Stability and use the Louvain algorithm to optimize
HT(1/2)(S  + ST)H, which is mathematically identical to optimizing
r(tM, H), i.e.,  we still consider the directed network.
Our algorithm then scans across all Markov times to ﬁnd the set
of relevant partitions at different Markov times. With increasing
Markov time, the diffusion explores larger regions of the network,
resulting in a sequence of increasingly coarser partitions, each
existing over a particular Markov time scale. The Markov time may
thus be interpreted as a resolution (or granularity) parameter, and,
as we  sweep across resolutions, we detect communities at differ-
ent levels of granularity without imposing a particular resolution
a priori. This dynamic sweeping (Schaub et al., 2012) allows us to
detect assemblies of different sizes and even hierarchical structures
that would potentially go undetected if we were to use a method
with a ﬁxed intrinsic scale (Newman and Girvan, 2004; Fellous
et al., 2004; Fortunato and Barthélemy, 2007; Feldt et al., 2009;
Humphries, 2011; Lopes-Dos-Santos et al., 2011). It is important to
remark that the Markov time tM used for the diffusive exploration
of the network is not to be confused with the physical time of the
spike-train dynamics. We remark that the time constant  of our(real) time.
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To select meaningful partitions across levels of granularity, we
se two measures of robustness. Firstly, a relevant partition should
e persistent over a long Markov time-horizon, i.e.,  it should be
obust with respect to the change in Markov time and thus lead
o an extended plateau in Markov time. Secondly, a relevant parti-
ion should be consistently found by the optimization algorithm,
.e.,  it should be robust to random initializations of the Louvain
ptimization. In order to establish the optimization robustness, we
un the Louvain algorithm 100–500 times per Markov time and
ompare the partitions obtained by means of the variation of infor-
ation (VI) distance metric (Meila, 2003, 2007). The variation of
nformation can be thought of as an information-theoretic distance
etween two partitions that is naturally invariant to a relabeling of
he groups and which has proved useful as a standard tool to com-
are partitions in the context of community detection (Fortunato,
010). The normalized VI between two partitions P˛ and Pˇ is
eﬁned as (Meila, 2007):
I(P˛, Pˇ) = 2 H(P
˛, Pˇ) − H(P˛) − H(Pˇ)
log N
, (6)
here H(P) = −
∑
Cp(C) log p(C) is the Shannon entropy of the rel-
tive frequency p(C) = nC/N of a node belonging to community C
n a partition P and H(P˛, Pˇ) is the Shannon entropy of the corre-
ponding joint probability. We  then calculate the average variation
f information (VI)  over all pairs in the ensemble of solutions from
he optimization. When VI ≈ 0, the solutions obtained by the differ-
nt optimizations are very similar to each other indicating a robust
artitioning. When VI ≈ 1 each run of the optimization obtains a
ifferent partition, indicating a non-robust clustering. Such clear-
ut communities are not always found. However, we  have shown
Schaub et al., 2012; Delmotte et al., 2011) that sudden drops and
ips in the VI are indicative of a clustering becoming more robust
han expected for its average community size. In realistic datasets,
e thus search for partitions with a long Markov time plateau and a
ow value (or a pronounced dip) of VI as the criterion to ﬁnd mean-
ngful partitions. An illustration of the Markov Stability framework
s displayed in Fig. 2b, where we exemplify how the graph commu-
ity structure can be detected at different scales without a priori
ssumptions about the number of communities. Furthermore, our
canning across all Markov times allows for the detection of the
ppropriate scale for community detection, without imposing a pri-
ri a particular scale that might not be relevant to the analyzed data,
s is implicitly done in other methods (Schaub et al., 2012).
.3. Synthetic spiking data
To assess the capabilities of the framework, we generated
ynthetic spiking datasets with realistic statistical properties
esembling those observed in experiments, yet with added tem-
oral structure.
.3.1. Synthetic data with embedded and hierarchical cell
ssemblies
Surrogate spike-train data were created from groups of units
ith variable sizes. Each group Gi was assigned a ﬁring rate (fi)
nd a level of jitter (Ji). The ﬁring times of each group were drawn
rom a uniform distribution according to the speciﬁed ﬁring fre-
uency fi, and the ﬁring times for each unit were chosen from a
niform distribution with a range ±Ji around the group ﬁring time.
o account for refractory periods, we resampled if the resulting
pike time conﬂicted with the refractory period of the unit. We
sed a similar scheme to generate synthetic spiking data with a
ierarchical structure, but in this case each group was divided into
wo subgroups: units within each subgroup always ﬁre together,
hereas between two subgroups the ﬁring window was  alignedce Methods 236 (2014) 92–106
only every second time. As before, the ﬁring times of the indi-
vidual groups were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution
and were not correlated in time. This ﬁring pattern establishes a
two-level hierarchical relation between the individual units.
2.3.2. Synthetic data with feedforward-like ﬁring patterns
Synthetic spiking patterns that emulate the activity of feedfor-
ward networks were created from groups that are made to spike
together within a jitter window of ±1 ms.  The groups are set to
spike sequentially with a delay of ı = 5 ms  and a repetition period
of  = 20.5 ms.
2.4. Simulated data from leaky-integrate-and-ﬁre networks
We  applied our algorithm to more realistic spiking compu-
tational datasets obtained by simulating neuronal networks of
excitatory and inhibitory leaky-integrate-and-ﬁre (LIF) neurons
(Koch, 1999).
2.4.1. The excitatory and inhibitory LIF units
The non-dimensionalized membrane potential Vi(t) for neuron
i evolved according to:
dVi(t)
dt
= i − Vi(t)
m
+ IS, (7)
where the constant input term i was chosen uniformly in the
interval [1.1, 1.2] for excitatory neurons and in the interval [1,
1.05] for inhibitory neurons. Both excitatory and inhibitory neu-
rons had the same ﬁring threshold of 1 and reset potential of 0.
Note that although the input term is supra-threshold, balanced
inputs guaranteed that the average membrane potential remained
subthreshold (Litwin-Kumar and Doiron, 2012; van Vreeswijk
and Sompolinsky, 1998). Membrane time constants for excitatory
and inhibitory neurons were m = 15 ms  and m = 10 ms,  respec-
tively, and the refractory period was  5 ms for both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons. The synaptic input from the network was  given
as:
IS =
∑
i←j
wi←jg
E/I
j
(t), (8)
where the i ← j denotes that there is connection from neuron
j to neuron i, and wi←j denotes the weight of this connection
(see next section for the weight settings). The synaptic inputs gE/I
were increased step-wise instantaneously after a presynaptic spike
(gE/I → gE/I + 1) and then decayed exponentially according to:
E/I
dgE/I
dt
= −gE/I(t), (9)
with time constants E = 3 ms  for an excitatory interaction, and
I = 2 ms  if the presynaptic unit was  inhibitory.
2.4.2. Network topologies and weight matrices
LIF excitatory and inhibitory units in a proportion of 4:1
were interconnected with three different network topologies. The
resulting networks were simulated with a 0.1 ms  time step. The
connection probabilities and weights between the different types
of neurons for these three LIF networks are shown in Table 1 and
the schematic of the different wiring diagrams is shown in Fig. 3.
Network with clustered excitatory connections (E–E clustered).  We
ﬁrst constructed a LIF network with clustered excitatory units:
each excitatory neuron belongs to a group of units more strongly
connected to each other than to units outside the group (Fig. 3a).
The network also included unclustered inhibitory units, which
ensured that the network was balanced. These networks dis-
play temporally-structured spike-train activity (Litwin-Kumar and
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Table  1
Parameters for the simulated LIF networks. Connection probabilities (pXY) and weights (wXY ) between different unit types: excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I), e.g., pEI is the
connection probability from inhibitory to excitatory units. For the clustered networks, the average E–E connection probability was kept constant at 0.2. For a schematic
representation of the wiring diagrams, see Fig. 3.
Probabilities
pII pIE pEI pEE pEE
sub
pEE
sub,sub
pEI
sub
pIE
sub
E–E clustered 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.5 – – –
E–E  hierarchical 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.15 0.3 0.99 – –
E–I  clustered 0.5 0.454 0.526 0.2 – – 0.263 0.90
Weights
wII wIE wEI wEE wEE
sub
wEE
sub,sub
wEI
sub
wIE
sub
E–E clustered −0.04 0.01 −0.025 0.012 0.0144 – – –
E–E  hierarchical −0.04 0.01 −0.03 0.012 0.012 0.014 – –
E–I  clustered −0.04 0.0086 −0.032 0.0155 – – −0.0123 0.0224
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oig. 3. Schematic wiring diagrams of the three LIF networks used in this work: (a) a
etwork. Arrow thickness is proportional to the strength of the connection. For the
oiron, 2012), and are used here as a testbed for cell-assembly
etection from spiking dynamics.
Network with hierarchical excitatory connections (E–E hierar-
hical). In a similar fashion, we developed a LIF network where
xcitatory units belonged to a hierarchy of groups (Fig. 3b). For
his, we split the population of excitatory units into nested clus-
ers, such that each group was subdivided into smaller groups with
ncreasing internal connectivity. The inhibitory neurons remained
nclustered.
Network with excitation to inhibitory clustered feedback loops (E–I
lustered). Finally, we have developed a LIF network to study the
ynamical spiking patterns originated by networks in which excit-
tory and inhibitory neurons are co-clustered, as shown in Fig. 3c. In
his case, whereas the excitatory-to-excitatory and inhibitory-to-
nhibitory couplings were kept uniform, we introduced structural
eatures in the connections between distinct neuron types. In par-
icular, each subset of excitatory units was more strongly connected
o a subset of inhibitory units. This group of inhibitory units, in turn,
ad a weaker feedback to its associated excitatory neuron group, as
ompared to the rest of the graph. Every unit was  part of one such
unctional group comprising both excitatory and inhibitory units.
.5. Experimental data
.5.1. Retinal ganglion cell recordings from mouse and
alamander
These datasets were kindly provided by the lab of Markus
eister. Multielectrode recordings were performed as described
reviously (Meister et al., 1994), following protocols approved by
he Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard Uni-
ersity and at the California Institute of Technology. Dark-adapted
etina isolated from a larval tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum)
r adult mouse (Mus  musculus; C57BL/6) was placed on a ﬂat array clustered LIF network; (b) an E–E hierarchical LIF network; (c) an E–I clustered LIF
eters used in our simulations, see Table 1.
of 61 extracellular electrodes with the ganglion cell side down.
The salamander retina was  superfused with oxygenated Ringer’s
medium (in mM:  NaCl, 110; NaHCO3, 22; KCl, 2.5; MgCl2, 1.6; CaCl2,
1; and D-glucose, 10; equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 gas)
at room temperature. The mouse retina was  perfused with oxy-
genated Ame’s medium (Sigma–Aldrich; A1420) at 37 ◦C.
Recordings were made with a custom-made ampliﬁer and sam-
pled at 10 kHz. Spike sorting was performed ofﬂine by analyzing
the shape of action potentials on different electrodes (Pouzat et al.,
2002; Gollisch and Meister, 2008). The spike-triggered averages
(STAs) and receptive ﬁelds of the salamander retinal ganglion
cells (RGCs) were determined by reverse correlation to a checker-
board stimulus ﬂickering with intensities drawn from a normal
distribution. Singular-value decomposition of the spatio-temporal
receptive ﬁeld allowed the extraction of the temporal ﬁlter of every
RGC receptive ﬁeld (Gollisch and Meister, 2008).
2.5.2. Hippocampal CA1 and CA3 recordings from rats under a
spatio-temporal task
We analyzed spike-trains obtained by Diba and Buzsaki (2007)
from hippocampal neurons of rats moving along a linear track
implanted with silicon probe electrodes along CA1 and CA3 pyra-
midal cell layers in left dorsal hippocampus.
2.6. Performance of the method and comparisons to other
techniques
In those examples where the results could be compared against
a ground truth, the performance of the method was determined by
the percentage of correctly classiﬁed neurons (hit rate) relative to
the true membership in the data.
We have compared the performance of our methodology with
two other popular community detection techniques: Modularity
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Fig. 4. Markov Stability analysis of a synthetic dataset. (a) Unsorted raster plot of a population of 800 spike-trains obtained from 7 groups of different sizes. Each ‘cell
assembly’ ﬁres at different times with varying amounts of jitter. (b) FCM from the unsorted spike-train rastergram, followed by the Markov Stability plot and the FCM
reordered according to the partition into seven groups obtained by the algorithm. Note the long plateau (blue shaded) around Markov time tM = 1 with VI = 0, indicating the
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classiﬁcation for 500 units with 10 cell assemblies when the num-
ber of observed spiking events is varied. In Fig. 5a, spiking datasets
of ﬁxed length 4 s are analyzed as the ﬁring frequency is increased.
As expected, the performance degrades at very low and very high
a b
dc
Fig. 5. Assessing the performance of the clustering algorithm using synthetic data.
(a)  At very low ﬁring frequencies, the classiﬁcation performance is low due to a smallresence  of a robust partition with seven groups. At later Markov times, the algorith
ith  similar ﬁring patterns. (c) Color-coded raster plot reordered according to the p
he  reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
ptimization (two variants) using the code provided and explained
n Humphries (2011); and standard agglomerative hierarchical
lustering using the nearest distance linkage criterion as imple-
ented in MATLAB.
. Results
.1. Assessing the algorithm with synthetic datasets
We  ﬁrst tested our method on synthetic spike-train datasets to
valuate its performance and to showcase its distinct capabilities
ompared to other methodologies.
.1.1. Analysis of synthetic data with embedded cell-assemblies
As a ﬁrst illustration, Fig. 4 shows the application of our method
o a synthetic spike dataset with inherent group structure (see Sec-
ion 2). A population of 800 units was divided into 7 differently sized
roups comprising 75–200 units. The average spiking frequency
or all groups was 12 Hz with ±20 ms  jitter around the uniformly
hosen ﬁring times within the total length of 4 s.
Fig. 4a displays the raster data prior to clustering. Fig. 4b shows
he functional connectivity matrix (FCM) calculated from the spike
rains used in the Markov Stability analysis leading to the identiﬁca-
ion of a robust seven-community partition leading to a reordered
CM. The raster plot reordered according to the communities iden-
iﬁed by our algorithm is shown in Fig. 4c. The detected partition
nto seven groups corresponds to an extended plateau in Markov
ime (from tM = 0.68 to tM = 3.47) with VI = 0, in which all the neu-
ons were correctly clustered. Note that the algorithm detects other
artitions with relatively long plateaux in Markov time, although
heir variation of information is non-zero. In particular, a relatively
obust partition into three clusters between tM = 8.21 and tM = 25.12
s detected corresponding to a coarser grouping of the seven groups
mbedded in our data.cts other robust coarser partitions corresponding to aggregates of the seven groups
n obtained in (b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
To assess the performance and robustness of the procedure, we
determined the percentage of correctly classiﬁed neurons under a
variety of noise conditions, different amounts of data, and other
sources of variability. Fig. 5a and b demonstrates the accuracy ofnumber of spikes per neuron. Performance quickly improves with increasing ﬁring
frequency. (b) The classiﬁcation performance improves as the duration of the recor-
ding increases. (c) As the jitter increases, the classiﬁcation performance degrades.
(d) The classiﬁcation performance degrades mildly as the number of groups to be
detected increases.
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Fig. 6. Detecting hierarchically structured spike-train communities in synthetically generated data. Synthetic data of 500 units clustered into 10 groups with 2 subgroups
each  (20 subgroups in total). (a) Unsorted raster plot of data. (b) Markov Stability analysis of the associated FCM. Clear plateaus indicate the presence of robust partitions into
20  and 10 communities, with classiﬁcation accuracy of 100% in both cases. (c) Sorted raster plots for the ﬁner (20 groups, top panel) and coarser (10 groups, bottom panel)
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pike frequencies when the number of ﬁring events is either too low
r too large to distinguish the groupings (see insets). This effect can
e reduced with increasing spike-train lengths as shown in Fig. 5b
here the performance improves as we increase the duration of the
ecording for a ﬁxed ﬁring rate (4 Hz). For short recordings, spurious
orrelations in the ﬁring events degrade the performance, which
onsistently improves as the duration increases reaching 100%
ccuracy for recordings of length above 4 s. To assess the effect of
itter, we checked that the above examples (Fig. 5a and b) show sim-
lar behavior for different amounts of jitter (±40 ms,  ±60 ms). The
erformance degrades only when the jitter is increased strongly
Fig. 5c). Finally, we assessed the sensitivity of the method and its
bility to detect an increasing number of groups in a population of
iven size (Fig. 5d). As expected, the accuracy of the classiﬁcation
rops, but only mildly, as we increase the number of groups to be
etected. Note that this is due partly to an entropic effect: a correct
ssignment among a larger number of groups conveys more infor-
ation than a correct decision between fewer groups. Hence, the
ecrease in performance is even less dramatic if corrected for this
ffect.3.1.2. Analysis of synthetic hierarchical spiking patterns
Hierarchical neuronal connectivity (McGinley and Westbrook,
2013; Savic et al., 2000; Ambrosingerson et al., 1990) can lead to
spiking dynamics with temporal structure at different scales. One
advantage of using Markov Stability is its ability to detect hierarchi-
cal structure in data without a priori knowledge of such relations.
To showcase this capability, we  created synthetic datasets with
embedded hierarchical relationships (see Section 2). Fig. 6 illus-
trates the analysis of the spiking dynamics from 500 units, which
are split into 10 groups of co-ﬁring units with each group further
subdivided into two subgroups that ﬁre together more frequently.
This results in a hierarchical organization of 20 → 10 subgroups.
Using the same methodology as above, our analysis reveals two
extended plateaus with VI = 0, for 20 and 10 groups (Fig. 6b). The
sorted raster plots for the 20 and 10 groups, shown in Fig. 6c, corre-
spond to 100% correct classiﬁcation. As we will demonstrate below
in the context of LIF networks, this consistent multi-scale detection
of cell assemblies is a distinct feature of our methodology, which
is not present in many other methods which only detect groupings
at a particular level of granularity (Fortunato, 2010).
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Fig. 7. Analysis of feedforward-like ﬁring patterns. (a) Unsorted raster plot of the synthetic data and zoom-in. (b) Markov Stability analysis of the FCM identiﬁes a robust
partition into four groups, with 100% classiﬁcation accuracy. Note that the FCM is asymmetric, thus revealing the directionality of the data. (c) Color-coded raster plot
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ond  zoom-in color-coded according to the partition found reveals the feedforward
onnectivity network found from the clustering. For a second example, see supple
he  reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
.1.3. Analysis of synthetic feedforward spiking patterns
To highlight the capability of our framework to deal with
irected dynamical patterns, we show how feedforward-like func-
ional patterns in the data lead to a pronouncedly asymmetric FCM,
hich can then be analyzed with Markov Stability. Synthetic spik-
ng patterns were generated in which 4 groups of 50 neurons (with
itter) spiked 20 times emulating synchronous activity in feedfor-
ard networks (see Section 2). As shown in Fig. 7, our method is
ble to detect feedforward patterns between cell assemblies: the
orresponding Markov Stability plot shows a robust and extended
lateau with four communities with 100% classiﬁcation accuracy
evealing an effective coarse-grained description of a functional
eedforward network.
This is an instance in which the directed nature of our FCM,
ogether with the fact that Markov Stability can detect communi-
ies in directed networks, leads to the detection of cell assemblies
ith directed, causal relationships. Indeed, there are instances of
irected functional couplings (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008) in
hich using symmetric measures will lead to different cell assem-
lies to those obtained if directionality is taken into account. Hence
or some networks, directionality is absolutely essential for proper
lustering (see supplementary information). Within our frame-
ork, the importance of directionality can be tested by including
r disregarding directionality in the analysis and comparing the
utcomes.ional relationship in the data. (d) Coarse-grained representation of the functional
ry information. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
3.2. Detecting cell assemblies in simulated dynamics of
leaky-integrate-and-ﬁre (LIF) networks
Beyond purely synthetic datasets, we now consider three exam-
ples of simulated dynamics of LIF networks, which exhibit a range
of features of relevance in realistic neural networks. LIF networks
provide a simple, controlled testbed to assess our framework on
network dynamics broadly used in computational systems neuro-
science.
3.2.1. Cell assemblies in LIF networks with clustered excitatory
connections
It was demonstrated recently that balanced LIF networks with
clustered excitatory connections can display network dynamics
in which the clustered neurons spike in a coordinated manner
over long time scales (Litwin-Kumar and Doiron, 2012). We  imple-
mented such a LIF-network to determine if our framework was able
to recover the underlying structural connectivity directly from the
observed spiking dynamics.
Fig. 8a depicts a schematic of the structural connectivity
imposed on the simulated E–E clustered network: 800 excit-
atory units were split into 10 groups such that the connection
probability and synaptic strengths within each group were larger
than the inter-group values (see Section 2). The network was
balanced by 200 inhibitory units that were uniformly connected
Y.N. Billeh et al. / Journal of Neuroscien
Fig. 8. Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E–E clustered LIF networks.
(a)  Schematic of the excitatory connectivity of the LIF network. The 800 excitatory
units were split into 10 groups such that the intra-group connection probability
and synaptic strength were larger than the inter-group values. The network was
balanced with 200 unclustered inhibitory units. An example of the simulated mem-
brane potential traces for an excitatory unit is also shown. (b) Markov Stability
analysis of the corresponding FCM. There is a clear plateau with VI = 0 for a split into
10  groups (blue shaded). Inset: Schematic of network topology. (c) Color coded raster
plot according to the partition obtained. Units are ordered consecutively according
to  their grouping in the underlying LIF topology. The correct grouping is also indi-
cated by the colored band on the side. These cell assemblies exhibit clear bands
of  activity. Only ﬁve neurons were misclassiﬁed relative to the imposed structure
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to their corresponding subset of excitatory units (relative to all99.5%). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
s  referred to the web version of the article.)
i.e., unstructured). The spiking dynamics of the excitatory units
ere then analyzed using our framework: the spike-trains of the
00 excitatory units were used to generate the FCM, and Markov
tability revealed a clear plateau with VI = 0 corresponding to a
artition into 10 groups with a classiﬁcation performance of 99.5%
ith respect to the embedded structural groups.
The results of our method contrast with other commonly used
ethods. For instance, applying hierarchical clustering to the FCM
symmetrized) achieves only a classiﬁcation performance of at best
2%, and does not provide a clear criterion for determining the num-
er of groups present. Similarly, we apply Modularity optimization
sing the two versions implemented by Humphries (2011) in con-
unction with our FCM matrix. In this case, Modularity imposes an
ntrinsic scale leading to the identiﬁcation of 8–13 groups, with
 classiﬁcation performance of 49–68% depending on which of the
wo versions of the optimization is used. Let us remark that we also
pplied hierarchical clustering directly to the time-series. However,
s it leads to similarly poor performance, we do not report these
esults here.As explained above, an advantage of Markov Stability is that it
oes not impose a priori the scale or the number of clusters to be
etected. Instead, the method scans across all scales and extractsce Methods 236 (2014) 92–106 101
robust, meaningful partitions at different levels of granularity, thus
revealing potentially relevant partitions in the data. In clear-cut
cases, such as the simple synthetic datasets studied above, the
method reveals unequivocally the partitions embedded in the
data. In general, however, and especially for noisy data, it is not
expected that a unique partition is found. Rather, a set of candidate
partitions will emerge. This is observed in the analysis of this LIF
network. Fig. 8b shows that the partition into 10 communities is
the clearest choice for this dataset (longest plateau in Markov time
with VI = 0). However, other good candidate partitions include:
one into eleven communities, which is similar to the grouping
into 10 albeit with an additional split for a small group of neurons,
and a partition into eight communities obtained by the merging
of four of the groups into two  groups. Our methodology provides
candidate partitions at different levels of resolution based on their
robustness (i.e., long plateaux in Markov time, drops in VI) as a
guide for the analysis, which can then be complemented with
further biological knowledge.
3.2.2. Cell assemblies at multiple levels of granularity in
hierarchical LIF networks
To further test the multiscale capabilities of our method, we
evaluated how the algorithm would perform on the analysis of a
LIF network with a hierarchical structure. The population of 800
excitatory units was divided into 10 groups with 2 subgroups each,
i.e., 20 groups in two levels of a hierarchy (Fig. 9a). As before, the
network was balanced with 200 unclustered inhibitory units. The
Markov Stability analysis displayed in Fig. 9 reveals two robust par-
titions: one into 21 communities and one into 10 communities with
classiﬁcation accuracies of 99.9% and 100%, respectively, and which
correspond to the two  levels of resolution. Our method also ﬁnds
other suitable but less robust candidate partitions, e.g., one into
nine communities obtained by merging two of the top-level com-
munities into a single group, or one into four groups obtained by
similar mergers.
As stated above, other commonly used methods are unable to
detect these multiple levels of granularity. For instance, Modula-
rity (using again the implementation of Humphries (2011)) ﬁnds
a partition at one particular scale (10 communities, 41–80% accu-
racy for the two  versions) and cannot detect the presence of the
ﬁner grouping. The application of hierarchical clustering, leads to
an agglomerative tree with no better accuracy than 41% at any
level of granularity and no clear criterion to detect the number of
communities present.
3.2.3. Mixed cell assemblies with excitatory and inhibitory units
in LIF networks
Hitherto we have only considered the clustering of excitatory
units. However, functional groups of neurons may  be composed
of mixtures of excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Buzsaki, 2010).
The deﬁnition of our spike-train similarity allows for the detec-
tion of such relationships by incorporating the biophysical effect
of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons on their postsynaptic
neurons (i.e., EPSPs vs. IPSPs; see Fig. 1a). To determine how our
method would perform in a context where mixed functional groups
are present, we created a LIF network with an embedded struc-
ture between excitatory and inhibitory units. As shown in Fig. 6a,
the coupling between alike neuron types is uniform but we create
preferential coupling between subsets of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons, i.e.,  each subset of excitatory units is preferentially con-
nected to a subset of inhibitory units (relative to all other inhibitory
ones) and, in turn, this subset of inhibitory units feeds back weaklyother excitatory units). Our simulated LIF network included 10 such
groups with 80 excitatory neurons and 20 inhibitory neurons per
group for a total of 1000 neurons.
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Fig. 9. Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E–E hierarchically clustered LIF networks. (a) Schematic of the network with excitatory units split into 10 groups
which  were further subdivided in 2 subgroups each. (b) Markov Stability plot of the analysis reveals two  robust partitions with 21 and 10 communities. Inset: Schematic of
network topology. (c) Color coded raster plot of the clustering into 21 communities with classiﬁcation accuracy of 99.9% (one neuron was misclassiﬁed). Units are ordered
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reveals a robust partition into three groups corresponding to spike-onsecutively according to their grouping in the underlying LIF topology. The corre
f  the 10 community clustering with an accuracy 100%. (For interpretation of the 
rticle.)
The analysis of the dynamics of this LIF network is presented
n Fig. 10. As indicated by our color coding, we ﬁnd a robust par-
ition into 10 communities that comprise a combination of both
euron types with 91.4% correctly classiﬁed cells according to the
mbedded structure. Having the ability to account for the role of
he inhibitory neurons within a cell assembly may  provide a key
ifference to ﬁnd a meaningful interpretation of the data. In our
IF network simulations, we observed that not accounting for cell
ype differences may  result in a drop of up to 20% in classiﬁcation
erformance (data not shown).
.3. Applying the algorithm to experimental data
.3.1. Detecting distinct retinal ganglion cells in mouse data
As a simple ﬁrst check of our framework when applied to
xperimental data, we tested that our algorithm could detect
istinct mouse retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) from spike-trainuping is also indicated by the colored band on the side. (d) Color coded raster plot
nces to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the
data. Extracellular recordings of a ﬂattened mouse retina were
performed while a full ﬁeld black and white ﬂicker stimulus was
repeated 52 times for approximately 28 s (see Section 2). Data were
collected from three different cells that were reliably identiﬁed and
spiked consistently for every stimulus repetition. Spike-triggered
averages (STAs) and spike-triggered covariances (STCs) (Schwartz
et al., 2006) of the three cells were used to characterize the neurons
as an ON-cell, an OFF-cell, and a noisy OFF-cell (i.e., an OFF-cell
with high trial-to-trial variability).
To test our algorithm, the 52 repetitions from the three neurons
were compiled and shufﬂed randomly into a composite raster plot.
The algorithm was then applied to this raster plot so as to ﬁnd
relevant groupings in the 156 spike-trains. Our algorithm (Fig. 11)trains from each cell (98.7% correctly identiﬁed with their original
cell). Interestingly, a further plateau at longer Markov times can be
seen in Fig. 11a, corresponding to a two-way partition, in which the
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Fig. 10. Detecting cell assemblies in spiking data from E–I clustered LIF networks.
The network has functional groups comprising excitatory and inhibitory neurons. (a)
Stability plot of the clustering analysis. Note the clear plateau for 10 communities.
Inset: Schematic of network topology. (b) Color-coded raster plot according to the
obtained partition. Note that each group contains excitatory and inhibitory units, as
indicated by the color-coded band on the right side which displays the true structural
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Fig. 12. Detecting cell assemblies in spike-train recordings from salamander retina
RGCs (141 neurons simultaneously recorded with extracellular electrodes). (a) The
Markov Stability plot obtained from the recordings reveals the presence of a robust
partition into two groups. (b) Raster data color coded and reordered according to therouping. For a 20 s simulation, the classiﬁcation rate was  91.4%. (For interpretation
f  the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
ersion of the article.)
wo OFF cells are grouped together and the ON cell is separate. The
erformance accuracy is still 98.7%.Although used here as a check of our method on real data, this
nalysis also illustrates how our method is able to extract valuable
nformation from the data at multiple levels of resolution directly
ig. 11. Detecting cells in a set of extracellular recordings from three mouse retinal
anglion cells (RGCs) to a full ﬁeld stimulus (52 repetitions for 156 spike-trains
n  total). (a) The Markov Stability plot obtained from all the spike-trains reveals
he presence of a robust partition into three groups. (b) Raster data color coded
nd reordered according to the communities found. The classiﬁcation was 98.7%
ccurate. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
eader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
communities obtained. (c) Spike triggered average (STA) responses from all neurons
recorded. Each line is an STA for a different cell. The two panels correspond to the two
communities (colored as in (b)) and correspond to transient and sustained RGCs. The
full  width half maximum of the sustained RGCs (upper panel) is 112.2 ± 9.1 ms  while
for  the transient RGCs (lower panel) is 83.0 ± 6.4 ms  (mean ± sem). The difference
between the temporal characteristics of the two panels is statistically signiﬁcant
(**  = p < 0.01; see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this  ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
from the spike-trains. In contrast, Modularity ﬁnds here only a
partition into two groups with 60.3–98.1% correctly identiﬁed, a
classiﬁcation performance similar to hierarchical clustering (67%).
3.3.2. Detecting classes of retinal ganglion cells in salamander
data
Next we analyzed a dataset of extracellular simultaneous recor-
dings from multiple RGCs from the salamander retina of three
different animals exposed to the same stimulus. The applied stim-
ulus (random ﬂickering bars on a screen) entailed both time and
spatial components. Approximately 50 neurons were recorded
simultaneously from each animal for a total of 141 neurons which
were combined into a single raster plot.
Upon application of our algorithm to the spike-train data
(Fig. 12), a robust partition into two groups was  observed. To
check if this grouping was meaningful, we studied a posteriori the
STAs of the recorded neurons, which characterized them as mixed
groups of ON and OFF cells, yet with different temporal character-
istics. Therefore the two communities found do not correspond to
a pure separation into ON and OFF cells but rather to transient and
sustained RGC populations responding to ﬂuctuating light inten-
sities on different time-scales (Awatramani and Slaughter, 2000).
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Fig. 13. Detection of cell assemblies in recordings from rat hippocampal neurons transversing along a linear track. (a) The Markov Stability plot from the spike-trains shows
a  small plateau with dip in VI corresponding to a partition into eight communities. (b) The raster data clustered according to the eight communities reveals two groups
containing the inhibitory neurons (purple and black), and four communities with structured time ﬁrings (cyan, dark green, red, blue) containing putative place ﬁeld neuronal
groups.  These four communities contained 100.0% of the place cells identiﬁed by an independent identiﬁcation method. The columnar gaps separate different translocation
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long  the linear track. Each group favors ﬁring at speciﬁc positions along the track.
o  the web version of the article.)
ndependent statistical conﬁrmation was obtained by checking that
he distribution of the full-width-half-maxima of both populations
as signiﬁcantly different between groups (Kolmogorov–Smirnov
est to check normality, Wilcoxon rank sum test with p < 0.01).
.4. Detecting hippocampal place cells in rat recordings
Finally, the algorithm was applied to CA1 and CA3 hippocampal
ecordings from a rat moving in a linear track for a water reward
Diba and Buzsaki, 2007). The analyzed data contains 165 neurons
hich were recorded simultaneously during a series of transloca-
ions in which the rat was always traveling in one direction. The
pike trains of the twenty translocations were then spliced together
nto a raster plot.
Fig. 13 presents the results of our analysis. The FCMs calculated
or each translocation were averaged to obtain the FCM. The Markov
tability analysis ﬁnds a stable bi-partition, yet one of the groups
omprised only two neurons of no apparent biological relevance,
nd this partition was not considered further.
An additional long plateau was marked by a dip of VI at tM = 2.7
orresponding to a partition into eight communities. We  found
hat two of those communities contain all 18 inhibitory neurons
as identiﬁed via spike-sorting in (Diba and Buzsaki, 2007)): the
urple group (16 inhibitory neurons) and the black group with the
emaining two. In addition, four of the other communities exhibit
tructured ﬁring at particular times for every translocation: the ﬁrst
roup (cyan) is active at the start of the translocation followed by
he dark green group and the red group, while the dark blue group,
hough less salient, corresponds to cells with ﬁrings in between
hose groups. Such groups with localized ﬁring patterns are good
andidates to include place cells so we checked a posteriori the nor-
alized ﬁring rate of these communities as a function of position.ig. 13c shows that the assemblies found spike at different positions
long the linear track, indicating that place cells are being identi-
ed. To validate our results, we compared to the results obtained
ith a place cell detection technique and found that these four cellop panel) and normalized ﬁring rate of these four groups as a function of distance
nterpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
populations account for 100.0% of the place cells (J. Taxidis, personal
communication). Notably, our method only used the spike-trains
to detect these cells and was able to extract also the inhibitory
neurons.
4. Discussion
We  introduce here a versatile technique to detect cell assem-
blies directly from spike-train data. The method uses biophysically
inspired notions to create a functional connectivity matrix reﬂect-
ing neuron-to-neuron relationships extracted from the observed
spike dynamics. Groups of neurons are obtained from the functional
connectivity matrix using a graph theoretical method for commu-
nity detection, which scans partitions across all resolutions and
detects relevant groupings without prescribing the level of granu-
larity or the number and size of groups a priori. In contrast to most
other methods, our technique is able to extract hierarchical struc-
ture in recorded data; incorporates functional differences between
excitatory and inhibitory neurons; and can detect the direction-
ality emanating from feedforward connectivity. All these are vital
aspects enabling novel types of analyses in recorded datasets. As the
method relies only on spike timings, it can be applied to both elec-
trophysiological and optical recordings. We  tested the performance
of the method on a variety of synthetic data, where we showcased
its ability to extract clustered and hierarchical assemblies, in con-
trast to standard methodologies, such as hierarchical clustering or
Modularity which have an inherently lower performance in ﬁnd-
ing such hierarchical ensembles. We  further conﬁrmed that the
directed nature of our technique allows the inference of feedfor-
ward connectivity, minimizing information loss when going from
spiking data with relevant temporal ordering to a FCM. This may
open the possibility to the inference of underlying anatomical
connectivities, as well as gaining insight about feedforward con-
nections from recorded neuronal network datasets.
We applied the framework to the analysis of spike-train sim-
ulations from several LIF network topologies (E–E clustered, E–E
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ierarchical and E–I clustered organizations), which result in
emporally-structured network activity. Our technique was  able
o identify the hierarchical structure in such simulated data
ithout the need to rerun the analysis adjusting the parame-
er settings of the spike-train similarity measure. This capability
ould be of interest to detect hierarchical neuronal connectiv-
ty in real systems (McGinley and Westbrook, 2013; Savic et al.,
000; Ambrosingerson et al., 1990), as our integrated approach
an identify structure at different scales without imposing strong
ssumptions a priori. In addition, the method was  able to detect
lusters that included both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in LIF
etworks. Taking into account the functional differences of these
euron types is a distinctive feature of our methodology. If all
eurons are treated equally, irrespective of their cell type, as is
ommonly done, a simple split between excitatory and inhibitory
eurons is often observed. This effect is essentially due to the strong
ifference in ﬁring statistics between excitatory and inhibitory
eurons, although inhibitory neurons may  also exhibit a range of
ring-frequencies (Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Markram et al.,
004). Being able to extract such structural information, and to
istinguish between excitatory and inhibitory interactions where
pplicable, is of interest for the understanding of the functional
ole of cell assemblies, as these groups are likely to include both
xcitatory and inhibitory neurons.
We  additionally showed how our framework is able to recover
iological information in three sets of experimental data from
ouse RGCs, salamander RGCs, and rat hippocampal data, high-
ighting the versatility of the method. In the mouse RGC data, the
ethod can assign repeated trials of the same stimulus recorded
rom three different neurons to the three cells without a priori infor-
ation. Salamander RGCs recorded simultaneously in response to a
timulus of randomly ﬂickering bars were clustered into two  groups
isplaying distinct temporal characteristics in their responses, i.e.,
ransient and sustained RGCs could be distinguished. In the hip-
ocampal recordings of a rat translocating along a linear track, the
ethod was able to identify all the inhibitory neurons as well as
our assemblies containing all the place cells associated with spe-
iﬁc spatial information. An advantage of our technique in this
ontext is that it only requires spike-timing data and can thus
rovide complementary information and cross-validation for other
echniques currently used for place cell detection. Furthermore,
he algorithm could be optimized for place cell detection to carry
ut additional analyses, e.g., examining the spiking data of rats
sleep after translocation sessions; studying the effects of vary-
ng the track length; the conjunct analysis of group ﬁrings with the
ecorded local ﬁeld potentials; or the analysis of spatially-induced
ring patterns of inhibitory neurons, among others.
While previous clustering methodologies have shown good
esults for particular applications, we aimed here for a method with
he versatility to account for the wide differences in neuronal data
hile simultaneously providing a simple, interpretable approach
o detect cell assemblies from spiking data. Hence our main focus
as on the conceptual and generic aspects of our dynamics-based
ramework, rather than on ﬁne-tuning the technical details toward
ore specialized applications. Further reﬁnements of the method
re possible (or indeed desirable for speciﬁc datasets) and could
ead to improved performance. For instance, future work could be
imed at a more explicit use of neuron ﬁring statistics, including
arying ﬁring frequencies such as during burst periods, or at the
onstruction of functional coupling measures with more special-
zed biophysical couplings, including different neuron types. Other
ossible extensions of the FCM similarity measure include enfor-
ing sparsity constraints on the couplings, possibly coupled with
ore reﬁned statistical assessments of the importance of individ-
al couplings. A particularly interesting question for future work
ill be to consider how cell assemblies (and underlying neuronalce Methods 236 (2014) 92–106 105
networks) can change their group structure over time via differ-
ent mechanisms such as synaptic plasticity, and how this relates
to learning. In addition, it will be interesting to study the relation-
ship between the neuronal time scales and the Markov times that
appear as optimal in our community detection.
In passing we  note that in order to distinguish neuron types, all
recorded neurons should ideally receive the same inputs. For exam-
ple, in visual experiments a full-ﬁeld stimulus should be strongly
preferred over a noisy stimulus, as otherwise neurons of the same
type may  have uncorrelated ﬁring due to uncorrelated inputs. This
point is applicable to all clustering algorithms and not just the one
presented here.
As modern neuronal recording techniques enable simultaneous
recordings of ever increasing numbers of neurons, approaching
nearly entire brains (Ahrens et al., 2013), techniques for detec-
ting spike-train communities, such as the one proposed here, will
become a vital tool to provide insight into such complex data. Col-
lecting meaningful data from systems neuroscience experiments
is the key requirement, yet being able to provide concise, intelligi-
ble representations of these recordings is just as critical in order to
identify and comprehend the spatio-temporal information encoded
in the data.
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